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ABOUT PROVIDENCE
Providence offers a multitude of services including engineering, environmental consulting, disaster recovery,
technology and software, architecture, surveying, placement, planning, and other support services. With its finger on
the pulse of innovation, Providence is recognized for its high quality staff, superior client service, and professional
integrity. Providence’s values are aligned with its own definition: “the act of providing or preparing for future use or
application; making ready.” This preparation for the future implies growth, sustainability, and new opportunities- which
our firm enthusiastically embraces.
Providence has considerable experience in all aspects of engineering, planning, regulatory analysis, permitting,
modeling, monitoring, and compliance. Our engineers, environmental professionals, mitigation specialists, planners,
and scientists possess decades of experience in solving complex engineering and environmental challenges and are
trained in the latest technology and software available. Providence’s success is a direct reflection of its emphasis on
client relations, responsive and timely performance, strong project management, and a commitment to delivering
quality deliverables.
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Our firm has provided professional services to more than 1,000 clients in both the private and public sectors. Our client
base is multinational and includes a wide range of industries as well as local, state, and federal agencies. At Providence
our ecologists, geologists, biologists, toxicologist, and environmental regulatory specialists work closely with our
engineers allowing us to offer an outstanding combination of talent and expertise to our clients.
Providence, an employee-owned company, began in 2000 offering environmental consulting services to industrial
clients in the Baton Rouge area. The firm quickly expanded to offer all areas of environmental services and entered
the public sector. In 2009, Providence spurred the growth of a disaster recovery division. Soon after, the firm
significantly expanded its services into engineering design, surveying, and architecture. The next major growth
milestone was expanding its air quality services, making Providence one of the only firms in the US to offer the full
range of air quality services. With a tenacious appetite for growth, Providence continues to expand and diversify our
service offerings.

To learn more about Providence, visit www.providenceeng.com.
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SERVICES OF PROVIDENCE
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THE PROVIDENCE COMMITMENT TO QUALITY
Quality service is imperative at Providence. We have adopted a Quality Assurance Program Policy and Procedure
review process to ensure projects meet requirements and can be accomplished as proposed within the specified time
frame.

Providence offers superior
expertise and leadership,
state-of-the-art technology,
innovative solutions, and
exceptional workmanship.

Quality is achieved by individuals performing work carefully
and in conformance with project requirements and standard
field/office procedures. Both the work originator and the person
responsible for checking the work are identified. A series of
reviews are made at various stages of design to determine if
the work is being developed according to the project’s
requirements. Through the use of proactive communication
and teamwork, cost escalations and overruns are minimized.

Providence has experienced significant growth over the years. We feel this reflects our commitment to providing quality
services. For us, personal and professional integrity and competence are a must. It is a set of values reflected in our
name, our vision, and our mission.

OUR CULTURE
Vision
Providing for the future…our clients, our employees, our communities.

Mission and Focus
Providence’s mission is to focus on our clients’ best interests now and into the future. This focus is sustained by
employing the best people to provide the highest quality services, with innovation and integrity.

A PROMISE TO HEALTH AND SAFETY
Protecting the health, safety, and well-being of our employees and the community is a core value of Providence. We
provide a safe workplace and our employees share the company’s goal of ensuring operational safety and reliability.
We believe all incidents and injuries are preventable and our safety policy stresses commitment to employee health
and environmentally sound protocols. This policy also emphasizes procedures that provide a safe and protected
working environment for employees, those who work on our behalf, and our neighbors. Providence is thus committed
to operational excellence and a work environment that is incident and injury-free.

We appreciate the opportunity to present Providence’s qualifications.
Please visit www.providenceeng.com for more information on our
services.
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